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Invited Talks

Keynote Speaker

Breaking through glass ceilings or opening glass doors? Addressing the challenges of equality and inclusion via metaphors

*Kathleen Ahrens* (The Hong Kong Polytechnic University)

Women, but not men, are faced with metaphorical glass ceilings, and in some cases, glass cliffs. These novel constructed metaphors reflect the difficulties women have in advancing in their career, particularly in terms of advancement in leadership roles in politics and in the professions. However, what is less clear is if there are gendered associations for source domains associated with conventionalized conceptual metaphors. This talk will examine this issue and present recent advances in conceptual metaphor theory that use ontologies and collocational patterns to verify source domains (Ahrens & Jiang 2020) as a prior step to examining gendered associations. Drawing on data from business and politics, I will also explain how women use these conventionalized metaphors to position themselves as leaders. I will close my talk with a discussion of how we, as scholars, can influence the creation and interpretation of metaphor use so as to engender positive social change.

Plenary Speakers

Cue reliability and motivation in grammar and language use: A new look at differential subject marking

*Hanjung Lee* (Sung Kyun Kwan University, South Korea)

In many languages, arguments such as subjects and objects enjoy substantial freedom in terms of the form in which they are realized: a noun or pronoun with or without a following or preceding functional particle, a bare noun, a null-form argument, etc. This talk is concerned with caseless subjects in Korean, that is, those subjects that occur without functional particles signaling case or discourse function. An interesting and challenging problem for theoretical approaches to case is that caseless and case-marked subjects are in systematic contrast as to their interpretation. This makes Korean a Differential Subject Marking (DSM) language in Aissen’s (2003) terms, wherein some subjects are marked with formal particles while others are not, depending on the semantic and pragmatic features of the subject.

This talk will focus on a hitherto unexplained property of caseless-subject clauses triggering a direct perception interpretation. I will first present evidence from conversation data demonstrating that caseless subjects predominantly occur in clause types that have an agent directly identifiable in the here and now, whereas nominative-marked subjects are most productively used in clause types wherein the identification of an agent cannot be grounded in the here and now. Based on this evidence, I will propose a new account of DSM in terms of cue reliability (Rosch & Mervis 1975; Levshina 2021), arguing that the association of caseless subjects with seemingly unrelated features such as direct perception in the here and now, agentivity, definiteness, tense deficiency and a simple, thetic interpretation (the most preferred information structure associated with caseless-subject clauses) follows from an economical use of formal particles motivated by the reliability of cues for identifying or predicting the grammatical, referential, or discourse status of an argument NP or a clause containing it.
When such cues are weak, sentences are likely to convey information that is less predictable and redundant; speakers prefer to mark the subject by overt particles in such sentences, as using case markers would lead to more uniform information density than leaving them unmarked.


**Building the next generation WordNet for Filipino with sense embeddings and network science**

*Brianne Paul V. Samson* (De La Salle University, Manila, Philippines)

The low-resource and highly morphological setting of Philippine languages is a challenge in developing a word representation or a language model. The current linguistic resources lack in rich semantic data that is crucial in most NLP tasks, and the fast-paced evolution and adaptation of Philippine languages make things even more difficult in creating a well defined language model. Thus, building a Filipino WordNet is crucial in advancing the landscape of Filipino NLP. With the vast amount of data in many digital platforms that can represent different domains and varieties of words through time including changes in its semantic and syntactic forms, we aim to create word representations of the Filipino language that is temporal and context aware and store them in the expanded Filipino WordNet. Given that languages continue to evolve and adapt, we also investigate the diachronic emergence and semantic shifts of word senses across different contexts and media, especially for the low-resource Filipino and Philippine English languages.

**Invited Lectures**

*BibePortMal: A mobile app dictionary for Melaka Portuguese*

*Stefanie Shamila Pillai* (University of Malaya, Malaysia)

Melaka Portuguese (also known as Papiá Cristang) has its roots in the arrival of the Portuguese in Melaka in the 16th Century. The language is still spoken by the descendants of unions between the Portuguese and locals especially in Melaka, but the dwindling number of fluent speakers and the lack of intergenerational transmission has led to this language being classified as one of the many endangered languages in Malaysia (Pillai, Soh, & Kajita, 2014). Several community engagement projects have been undertaken to translate research into efforts to revitalise Melaka Portuguese (Pillai, Phillip, & Soh, 2017). Among the efforts to encourage the use of the language and to assist the teaching of the language by a community member, a Melaka Portuguese-English dictionary in the form of a mobile application, BibePortMal, was developed. In this session I will talk about the rationale and the process of developing the application with community representatives. Some of the challenges in its development will also be discussed along with plans to improve the application.
Harnessing the power of social media in linguistic analysis: A diachronic and sociolinguistic study of Philippine English(es) using the Twitter Corpus of Philippine Englishes

Wilkinson Daniel Wong Gonzales (The Chinese University of Hong Kong)

Research on contemporary Philippine English remain relatively scarce and inadequate in comparison to research on other varieties such as American English and Singapore English, partially due to the lack of large-scale, organized, publicly available data sets that allow comprehensive and in-depth investigations of the variety. Responding to this demand, I introduce the Twitter Corpus of Philippine Englishes (TCOPE) – a 135-million-word corpus created from roughly 27 million tweets sampled from 29 major cities in the Philippine archipelago. In the first part of the talk, I provide an overview: I discuss the considerations that went into TCOPE’s design, the compilation procedure, the format, and how interested individuals can access the corpus. Then, I illustrate the utility of the corpus by showcasing how it can be used to insightfully examine the linguistic features of Philippine English as well as the relationship between these features and socio-temporal factors (e.g., ethno-geographic region, time, age, sex), focusing on four documented Philippine English features: (1) the use of irregular past tense morpheme -t, (2) double comparatives, (3) subjunctive were in subordinate counterfactual clauses, and (4) the phrasal verb base from. My initial explorations confirm patterns observed in previous research but go further to show the multifaceted and dynamic nature of Philippine English, providing empirical support for the theory that Philippine English is at the final stage of Schneider’s dynamic model. Because of its large size, sampling distribution, and its availability in different corpus formats, TCOPE can be used to investigate features in ‘general’ contemporary Philippine English as well as different types of variation, particularly diachronic and ethno-geographic variation – a feat that might not be possible with other Philippine English corpora. In combination with other existing corpora, TCOPE has the potential to broaden horizons in the diachronic and sociolinguistic study of Philippine English(es).

Towards universal syntactic-semantic resources for Vietnamese

Nguyen Thi Minh Huyen (VNU University of Science, Hanoi, Vietnam)

Despite the fact that Vietnamese is spoken by around 100 million persons all over the world, it remains a low resource language in terms of gold datasets for natural language processing (NLP). Although many NLP applications have been developed in recent years thanks to the emergence of deep learning and embedding methods, it is important to build sustainable linguistic resources, using sophisticated linguistic annotation frameworks for the Vietnamese language, in harmony with universal frameworks. In this talk, I will present our work on the construction of Vietnamese syntactic-semantic resources, including a VerbNet-based lexicon and annotated corpora for syntactic and semantic parsing.
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